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US-36 gets a Crack Seal in Jewell/Republic Counties

Beginning Tuesday, Oct. 30, 2012, two segments of US-36 in Jewell and Republic Counties will be crack sealed. The project begins 1.4 miles west of the west K-14 junction (Mankato east city limit) continuing east to a point 4.6 miles east of the east K-14 junction a distance of approximately 9 miles. Work resumes 1 mile east of the US-81 junction continuing east to the Republic/Washington County line a distance of approximately 15 miles. Traffic on US-36 will be reduced to one-lane and will be carried through the workzone by pilot car. This operation shall take place during daylight hours. K-139 from US-36 south to the city limit of Cuba will be included in this project.

The purpose of the project is to preserve this section of highway by preventing water from migrating through the road surface thereby extending the life of the highway.

Plans call for construction to be completed on or about mid-Nov. weather permitting.

Huff Sealing Corp of Albion, Ill. is the prime contractor. Project cost is $125,073.90.
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